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Pinnacle 21 is an established startup that builds software to streamline the drug approval process,
bringing life-saving medicines to patients faster.

Software Test Engineer
At Pinnacle 21, we are always looking for exceptional team members. Our company and
team are still in its earlier stages, meaning you will be crucial to shaping the future of
company’s Quality and Compliance systems. As we plan to make a lasting impact on the
pharmaceutical industry we’re looking for a motivated member to take part in continuing to
foster one of the top companies in Philadelphia!
Work that matters Our teams work with the pharmaceutical industry to streamline
the drug approval process, bringing life-saving medicines to patients that need them.
We need to ensure everyone is informed, educated, and in sync to allow for a seamless
and collaborative work experience.
Work autonomously Enjoy an autonomous environment, where we’ll support your
continuous improvement and foster your capabilities to manage ownership of
multiple areas and projects in order to continually grow your skillset.
Global footprint We support a community of users from countries across the world
that widely regard our software as the industry standard for clinical submission
preparation.

What you’ll be doing
Our Test Engineers ensure that our products match the high quality expected by our clients.
You will work to automate our test cases where appropriate and design the frameworks
needed to create functional and integration tests. We’ll look for someone with a track record
of taking pride in owning the quality of the application as well as the Testing unit itself,
ensuring to guide other test engineers in their efforts and organize manual testers. You’ll be
expected to track test coverage metrics and prioritize testing gaps. You will be encouraged to
exceed expectations, which is a requirement to succeed in a small team that is constantly
encountering new challenges.
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What we’re looking for
Must
• Have 4+ years of professional experience testing applications
• Have experience in at least one general-purpose programming language (Java, .NET,
Python, etc)
• You should be able to analyze requirements and advise developers that don’t have
clear documentation
• Have wide knowledge of testing frameworks and determine which is best to use for a
particular project
• Have experience organizing test suites
• Be able to lead a team and organize projects
• Have experience using version control (preferably, git)
• Be able to provide examples of previous work you are proud of
• Be able to write useful test cases
• Be smart, and get things done
• Be passionate about software development

Plus
•
•
•
•

Have a strong understanding of web design and user experience
Have experience working in an Agile Scrum process
Have experience writing SQL queries
Have experience working with CircleCI

A bit about us
Pinnacle 21 is a startup making a big impact on regulatory review processes. Our flagship
software provides the biopharmaceutical industry with the key to a fast, efficient drug review
process. It’s this technology that drives FDA’s 21st Century Review Initiative, ensuring that
submission data is compliant, useful and ready for review — which enables a more efficient
review process. Our Great Place to Work certified workplace is constantly looking for new,
motivated team members to come help us revolutionize clinical trials.
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